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Coastal Area

EXPLANATION

The Coastal Area includes the land and waters that lie seaward of the state jurisdiction line from the USGS 7.5 minute coastal town maps. Features appearing in the source maps were manually edited and used as the base for this map. Map coordinate data were digitized from the Town Boundaries layer along with the open boundaries data from the USGS. A subset of the 7.5 minute quadrangle maps were selected and mapped onto the map. Symbols and point features are from City Atlas.

DATA SOURCES

COASTAL AREA DATA - The Town Boundaries map was used as the base for creating generalized coastal town maps. Features appearing in the source maps were manually edited and used as the base for this map. Map coordinate data were digitized from the Town Boundaries layer along with the open boundaries data from the USGS. A subset of the 7.5 minute quadrangle maps were selected and mapped onto the map. Symbols and point features are from City Atlas.

BASE MAP DATA - Based on data originally from 7.5-minute-quad USGS 7.5-minute quadrangle maps published between 1979 and 1997. It includes political boundaries, waterbodies, roads, and selected point features. Map projection, scale, and point data are from City Atlas.

MAP SCALE INFORMATION - This map is intended to be printed at its original dimension in order to maintain the 1:24,000 scale (1 inch = 2000 feet)

MAP AND DATA SOURCES - (See the USGS map symbol and point data layer legend for additional map data shown on the map)
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